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I am writing to you, as Convener of the Infrastructure and Capital Investment Committee, to
advise you of the outcome of analysis we have carried out on information submitted to us by
local authorities on the impact of the proposed changes to the Energy Company Obligation
(ECO) on our Home Energy Efficiency Programmes for Scotland: Area Based Schemes
(HEEPS: ABS).

Statistics on the delivery of ECO measures in Scotland show that during its first year, 58,058
energy efficiency measures were installed in Scotland, which is a significantly greater than
pro-rata share of the measures available under the scheme across Britain. However, as you
know, in December the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), announced a
number of proposed changes to ECO which led to the obligated utility companies
reconsidering their investment to meet their targets. Based on the information provided to us
by councils it is clear that these changes had a significant impact on HEEPS: ABS as utility
companies either withdrew from potential schemes or reduced the level of investment they
were willing to offer.

We will continue to do all we can to mitigate the impact of these changes. However, I
consider it important to bring the information we have at this stage to the Committee's
attention.

We have received information from 30 councils. This information, set out in Annex A, shows
the revised levels of ECO funding that councils now expect to access and the revised
projections of how many energy efficiency measures they expect to install.

In summary:
1. Councils report that they expect to bring in significantly less ECO than previously

predicted. Initial estimates from councils before the changes were announced by
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DECC predicted that HEEPS schemes would leverage around £130m of ECO in
addition to the investment generated by ECO activity outwith the scheme. Councils
now predict leveraging £55-60m of ECO for 2013/14 HEEPS: ASS.

2. Councils previously advised that, using a combination of HEEPS: ASS and ECO
funding, they expected to install 53,600 energy efficiency measures to just over
50,000 households in Scotland through their HEEPS: ASS schemes. They now
estimate that they will install just over 34,000 measures to around 29,000 Scottish
households.

In response to these changes we introduced a range of changes to our HEEPS: ASS
programme to give councils greater flexibility in how they deliver schemes. Feedback from
stakeholders, including councils and installers, indicates that these changes helped to
sustain a number of HEEPS schemes. We have continued to offer councils that flexibility for
their 2014/15 HEEPS funding and liaise closely with councils and others involved in
delivering HEEPS: ASS.

In terms of the HEEPS: ASS budget for 2013/14, based on the information from councils, our
anticipated spend for 2013/14 will be £56.6m. Councils have until end September 2014 to
fully spend their 2013/14 HEEPS grant. This is standard practice with grant-funded projects
like HEEPS which can take time to deliver and does not indicate that the HEEPS programme
budget was underspent.

I wish to assure you that this government strongly disagrees with those elements of the UK
Government's changes in ECO which have resulted in these changes. I have written to the
UK Government, flagging up concerns that these changes will undermine investment in
energy efficiency, jobs in the insulation industry and progress in tackling fuel poverty and
climate change.

I also wish to assure you that I am committed to tackling fuel poverty, reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and the creation of a low carbon economy. Figures from Energy Action
Scotland show that this Government is leading investment on energy efficiency for low
income households. In 2013-14 an average of £3.52 government funding was invested in
energy efficiency programmes for low income households in England, compared with £36.48
in Scotland, £31.31 in Wales and £27.55 in Northern Ireland.

Our Sustainable Housing Strategy sets out a range of actions including the new Energy
Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH), published in March, and the regulation of
the energy efficiency of existing private sector housing on which we will consult publicly from
Spring 2015. The Scottish Government will provide £79m for HEEPS in the current year.
And we recently announced a new, more generous £15m phase of the Green Homes
Cash back scheme which will help mitigate the potential reduction in green-house gas
emisssions caused by the UK Government's changes to ECO.

From June, the Green Homes Cash back Scheme will provide funding to households towards
the cost of installing energy efficiency measures such as home insulation and boiler
upgrades that have been recommended on a Green Deal Assessment Report. Funding will
be available for individual householders, with private landlords and private and social tenants
all eligible to apply. Social landlords will also be eligible to apply for funding. This will make a
real difference to people across the country, saving money on fuel bills, helping to cut
emissions and providing important support to the industry.

These schemes are reinforced and supported by a range of other public and private funding
which means that we are still confident that the target of a £200m funding pot for energy
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efficiency is still likely to be met for 2013/14. For example, our national Affordable Warmth
Scheme has leveraged ECO through the MoUs with utility companies, and social landlords
have also advised that they will invest significant levels of resources on HEEPS projects for
2013/14. In addition, considerable ECO investment is Scotland is also expected to be
delivered through the actions of energy companies, installers and landlords operating
independently of HEEPS and this all counts towards the overall headline investment target.

In Scotland's Future, we set out how, given the powers of independence, we would remove
the cost of ECO and Warm Homes Discount from household energy bills providing year on
year savings while maintaining investment in energy efficiency. This contrasts with the short
term approach being followed by the UK Government which is undermining much needed
investment in energy efficiency.

I am copying this letter to Murdo Fraser, Convener of the Economy Energy and Tourism
Committee.

NICOLA STURGEON
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Annex A: Anticipated impact of changes to ECO on funding and measures delivered
for 2013/14

ECO Funding (£) £ (m)
Anticipated EGO funding prior to DEGG announcement 132.7
in December

Revised EGO funding following DEGG announcement 55.9

Difference 76.8

Energy Efficiency Measures

Measures SWI LI CWI Other Boilers Other Total H/holds
Ins & Measures assisted

Heating
Pre ECO Owners 12,459 10,746 8,774 851 624 1,310 34,764 32,564
Change & Private

rented
Social 9,468 2,377 5,645 779 ° 629 18,898 18,389
Rented
Total 21,927 13,123 14,419 1,630 624 1,939 53,662 50,953

Post ECO Owners 7,649 3,824 7,540 717 1,691 1,257 22,678 19,795
Change & Private

rented
Social 5,314 657 3,214 25 1,561 570 11,341 9,480
Rented
Total 12,963 4,481 10,754 742 3,252 1,827 34,019 29,275

Difference -8,964 -8,642 -3,665 -888 +2,628 -112 -19,643 -21,678

SWI - solid wall insulation
LI - loft insulation
GWI - cavity wall insulation
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